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Response Pool Bet
It looks like Mikemap is going to walk away with the pool, with
a guess of just over 6%, but the final tally won’t be until May 16.
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Joe
Mail-Flags: 0001
From mikemap Sat Apr 27 08:46:30 1991
To: darrylr
Subject: Re: ole and os/2
Date: Sat Apt 27 08:46:28 1991
Bill and Steve are in react mode to 0S/2 2.0 right now. This is subject
to change. I would let th eissue simmer for a few weeks. If there is
hardly in work left, then we can finish and put on the shelf if we decide
to. Worst case it could be used by MS apps.
The IBM war may take one of several directions. Apps should watch for a
few weeks and not do anything.
>From darrylr Fri Apt 26 10:35:05 1991
To: mikemap
Subject: ole and os/2
Date: Fri Apr 26 09:32:44 PDT 1991
Bill has asked me to stop all work on making ole run on os/2. We
actually had this mostly working already...the ole binaries run
unchanged on os/2 and there was just some debugging to do. The fact
that Bill wants this to stop tells me that we are embarking on an
all out war against os/2. Is this your understanding? If true then
some of our key people need to understand .the strategy I would think.
Mail-Flags : 0001
From mikemep Sat Apr 27 08:48:21 1991
To : bobga
Subject: Re: Charleen Mininfield Resigns
Date: Sat Apr 27 08:48:20 1991
All was done correctly, therefore there should be n6 proSl’em.
>From bobga Tue Apr 23 14:28:10 1991
To : mikemap
Subject: Charleen Mininfield Resigns
Date: Tue .Apr 23 14:25:16 1991
Mike,
Here seems to be the current status on Charleen
Mininfield, the employee here who moved successively
to a Performance Improvement Plan and then ~o Probation,
about whom you’ve heard in the past.
The week before last, Charleen unexpectedly left
and flew to Redmond to meet with Nancy Harlowe in HR
(without sharing her travel plans). Of course, Nancy
already had all the documentation of the months of process
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